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FACTS 

1. The first Petition dated 15th
April 2016 is supported by the affidavit of EG. The Petitioner also                 

filed two affidavits sworn by expert witnesses namely Prof. Dinesh Bhugra and Prof. Chris Beyrer.               

He also filed a witness statement signed by Prof. Lukoye Atwoli who gave oral testimony and was                 

cross-examined. In his affidavit, EG deposed that he is emotionally, affectionately, sexually and             

spiritually attracted to persons of his own sex, that is, to male persons, and, as an openly gay                  

person living in Kenya, he has experienced discrimination and hostility due to his sexual              

orientation. The petitioner further states that his friends and clients he has attended to have               

experienced discrimination based on their S.O 

 

a. that in 2011, he was denied service at a barber shop at 20th Century Plaza along Mama                 

Ngina Street, Nairobi despite having patronized the shop for over one year. The reason              

given was that other patrons had complained about the barber shop providing services             

to him and that the clients did not want to be associated with LGBTIQ persons; 

b. that he has been a target of numerous threatening, insulting and death messages on              

Facebook and other social media, and, that, on 10th
May 2015, the Weekly Citizen              

posted an article claiming to unveil Kenya’s top Gays including him and other             

individuals thus violating their right to privacy;  

c. that a client of the NGLHRC was on 18th December 2015 fired from his job by a flower                  

handling company, and, his employer told him "people like you are not allowed in the               

office;"  

d. that one of his friends had the word "shoga" (homosexual) written on his car and on the                 

door to his house in Nairobi, and, feeling intimidated and threatened, he moved out of               

his home to avoid the stigma; 

e. that he has been forced to limit the stigma by keeping a low profile by limiting his social                  

life and has lived in constant apprehension of the risk of arrest, prosecution and              

conviction for being a gay person; 

f. that the impugned provisions affect the sexual and emotional aspects of his experiences             

of being human, his core private intimacy which he believes is inviolable and has              

affected and continue to affect his private life decisions; 

g. that the said provisions are discriminatory and unjustified and that his attempt to             

register an NGO to advance their cause was rejected by the NGO Registration Board              

prompting him to successfully challenge it in court; 

h. that between November and December 2015, one of their clients and a founder of a               

lesbian and bisexual women's group in Mombasa was targeted by a group of vigilantes              

in Shimo La Tewa area who assaulted her and threatened to kill her forcing her to flee                 

from her home; 

i. that on 24th
May 2015 one of their clients was assaulted by police officers at Parklands                

Police Station where he had gone to report loss of his property for 'dressing very gay"                

while another person was assaulted on 28th
 February 2016 for working with LGBTIQ;  

j. that on 27th December 2015 yet another client was assaulted and evicted by her              

landlord for watching sex movie with her girlfriend while naked and, lastly; 

k. that on 18th
February 2014 some parliamentarians issued a statement calling for the             

arrest of all homosexual persons and incited the pubic to arrest them where the police               

fail to do so. 

2. In support of his petition, EG filed a witness affidavit sworn by Prof. Dinesh Bhugra, a Professor                 

Emeritus of Mental Health and Cultural Diversity; a Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians of                

London; a Fellow of the Royal College of Psychiatrists; a Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians                 



 
of Edinburgh; a Fellow of the Royal College of Public Health Medicine and an Honorary Fellow of                 

amongst others 

3. Prof Bhugra states that in 2016, the WPA issued its position statement on gender identity and                

same sex orientation, attraction and behaviours intended to set out an authoritative statement on              

the current state of scientific knowledge in respect of homosexual and bisexual orientation and              

associated matters of ethical clinical practice. In the position statement, WPA, considers same sex              

attraction, orientation and behaviours as normal variance for human sexuality; and recognizes the             

universality of same sex expression across cultures and that same sexual orientation arises in all               

cultures worldwide. 

4. Further, that WPA considers sexual orientation innate, and determined by biological,           

psychological development and social factors and recognizes the multifactorial causation of           

human sexuality, orientation, behavior and lifestyle. 

5. According to Prof Bhugra, considerable scientific research has been undertaken on the subject but              

that the exact mixture of factors giving rise to sexual orientation have not been conclusively               

established, and the same position statement states that approximately 4% of the world             

population identify with the same sex orientation. 

6. Petition 234 of 2016 was certified under Article 165(4) of the Constitution on 9th
June 2016                

while Petition No. 150 of 2016 was certified as such on 2nd
November 2016. This bench was                 

thereafter constituted on 1st
February 2017. On 18th

January 2018, the court with the consent of                

all the parties consolidated the two Petitions. On 22nd
February 2018, the court allowed              

International Commission of Jurists, through Mr. Solomon Ebobra and Queens Counsel Tim Otty             

to be observers in these proceedings without taking any active role. 

7. Although the two Petitions are similar, for ease of clarity, we deem it appropriate to summarize                

the facts of each Petition as presented by the parties.  

 

 

ISSUES 

 

1. Whether sections 162 (a) and (c) and 165 of the Penal Code are unconstitutional on grounds of                 

vagueness and uncertainty. 

2. Whether the impugned provisions are unconstitutional for violating Articles 27, 28, 29, 31, 32 and               

43 of the Constitution. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DETERMINATION 

1. Whether sections 162 (a) and (c) and 165 of the Penal Code are unconstitutional on grounds of                 

vagueness and uncertainty and Whether the impugned provisions are unconstitutional for           

violating Articles 27, 28, 29, 31, 32 and 43 of the Constitution. 

The judges noted in their judgement that “The Constitution gives prominence to national values and               

principles of governance which include human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality,            

human rights and Rule of law, Leadership and Integrity, Values and Principles of Public Service,               

entrenchment of exercise of Judicial authority in the Constitution and Independence of the Judiciary and               

confers sovereignty to the people of Kenya to be exercised on their behalf by State Organs to perform                  



 
their functions in accordance with the Constitution. The philosophy, values and the structures of the               

previous Constitution had to give way to those of the new constitutional order which includes enactment                

of new legislation, the realignment of the bureaucracy and management of institutions and the rallying               

of the national consciousness to the new dawn” 

In interpreting the Constitution, Article 259(1) obligates courts to promote 'the spirit, purposes, values              

and principles of the Constitution, advance the rule of Law, and the Human Rights and fundamental                

freedoms in the Bill of Rights, permits the development of the law and contributes to good governance.                 

This approach has been described as a mandatory constitutional canon of constitutional and statutory              

interpretation. The court has a duty to adopt an interpretation that conforms to Article 259.               

Constitutional provisions must be construed purposively and in a contextual manner. Accordingly, courts             

are constrained by the language used. Courts may not impose a meaning that the text is not reasonably                  

capable of bearing. In other words, the interpretation should not be “unduly strained” but should avoid                

“excessive peering at the language to be interpreted without sufficient attention to the historical              

contextual scene,” which includes the political and constitutional history leading up to the enactment of a                

particular provision. “It is now trite that enforcement of Penal Statutes is a necessary tool to maintain                 

law and order and also creates offences against morality. The enforcement of Penal Statutes can have                

an impact on constitutionally guaranteed rights. The litmus test is whether such limitation will pass               

constitutional muster. It follows that Penal statutes must be understood purposively because the Penal              

Code must be umbilically linked to the Constitution. As we do so, we must seek to promote the spirit,                   

purpose and objects of the Constitution. We must prefer a generous construction over a merely textual                

or legalistic one in order to afford the fullest possible constitutional meanings and guarantees. In               

searching for the purpose, it is legitimate to seek to identify the mischief sought to be remedied” 

Judicial pronouncements have construed the term ambiguity as having more than one interpretation: a              

highly general sense that pertains to language use, and a more restricted meaning that deals with some                 

fundamental properties about language itself. The words "ambiguous" and "ambiguity" are often used to              

denote simple lack of clarity in language. The word "Ambiguous" means doubtful and uncertain. The word                

"ambiguous" means capable of being understood in more senses than one; obscure in meaning through               

indefiniteness of expression; having a double meaning; doubtful and uncertain; meaning unascertainable            

within the four corners of the instrument; open to construction; reasonably susceptible to different              

constructions; uncertain because of susceptible of more than one meaning; and synonyms are "doubtful",              

"equivocal", "indefinite", "indeterminate", "indistinct", "uncertain", and "unsettled." 

The judges further went on to get Black’s Law Dictionary definitions on carnal knowledge as “carnal’                

means of the body; relating to the body; fleshly; sexual. ‘Carnal knowledge’ is defined as the act of a                   

man in having sexual bodily connection with a woman. Carnal knowledge and sexual intercourse hold               

equivalent expressions.” The Law Dictionary defines the term ‘unnatural offence’ as “the infamous             

crime against nature; for example, sodomy or buggery. The term buggery has been defined elsewhere               

to include both sodomy and bestiality. Sodomy, in its broadest sense, has been defined to include                

carnal copulation by human beings with each other or with a beast. Whereas the term bestiality is                 

generally understood to mean an act between mankind and beast, some authorities refer to the act with                 

an animal as buggery, and also define bestiality as including sodomy and buggery.” The judges Having                

established that the impugned phrases have been clearly defined in law dictionaries and in a catena of                 

judicial pronouncements, it is our considered view that lack of definitions in the statute per se does not                  

render the impugned provisions vague, ambiguous or uncertain. Accordingly, we decline the invitation to              

declare the said provisions unconstitutional on grounds of vagueness, uncertainty, ambiguity and over             

broadness. In their pronouncement on para 279 … “Our above conclusion is fortified by several reasons:                

- First, the phrases used in the sections under challenge are clear as defined above. Second, the                 



 
provisions disclose offences known in law. Third, a person accused under the said provisions would be                

informed of the nature, particulars and facts of the offence. Fourth, even though we are not persuaded                 

by the Petitioners’ contention that the provisions under challenge are overbroad, it is our considered               

view that there is a real danger that in reading down an overbroad statute, we will simply substitute the                   

vice broadness with the equally fatal infirmity of vagueness.”... 

2. Whether the impugned provisions are unconstitutional for violating Articles 27, 28, 29, 31, 32, 43               

and 50 of the Constitution 

The Petitioners supported by the 1st
to 6th and 8th Interested Parties assaulted the constitutional validity of                 

the impugned provisions, contending that they violate their fundamental rights and freedoms guaranteed             

under Articles 27 (equality and freedom from discrimination), Article 28 (human dignity), Article 29              

(freedom and security of the person), Article 31 (privacy), Article 32 ( freedom of conscience, religion,                

belief and opinion), Article 43, (highest standard of health) and Article 50 (the right to fair hearing) 

 

● The Right to equality and Freedom from discrimination (Article 27) 

The judges in pronouncement of the judgement they stated, “Our reading of the challenged provisions                

suggests otherwise. The language of section 162 is clear. It uses the words “Any person.” A natural                 

and literal construction of these words leaves us with no doubt that the section does not target any                  

particular group of persons. Similarly, section 165 uses the words “Any male person.” A plain reading                

of the section reveals that it targets male persons and not a particular group with a particular sexual                  

orientation. The wording of this section leaves no doubt that in enacting this provision, Parliament               

appreciated that the offence under this section can only be committed by a male person. In fact, the                  

short title to the section reads “indecent practices between males.” The operative words here are “Any                

male person” which clearly does not target male persons of a particular sexual orientation.” 

 

The law as the judges understand is that a party pleading violation of constitutional rights is at the very                   

least expected to give credible evidence of the said violation and that it is not enough to merely plead and                    

particularize a violation. When a party cites articles of the Constitution alleging that they have been                

violated, he/she is duty bound to adduce convincing evidence to prove the alleged violations. In the                

instant case, save for the allegations made in the Petition and the affidavits, no tangible evidence was                 

given to support the allegations. No iota of evidence was tendered to establish any of the cited acts of                   

discrimination. It is our finding that there is no basis at all upon which the court can uphold any of the                     

alleged violations. In the end, we find that the Petitioners have failed to establish that the impugned                 

provisions are discriminatory. 

 

● Whether the impugned provisions infringe the Petitioners’ right to the highest attainable            

standards of health. (Article 43) 

“The general principle governing determination of cases is that a party who makes a positive allegation                

bears the burden of proving it. Moreover, the onus to establish the violation of alleged rights is not a                   

mere formality. Differently put, the onus lies on he who alleges to prove every element constituting his                 

or her cause of action. This includes sufficient facts to justify a finding that the rights have been violated.                   

Constitutional analysis under the Bill of Rights takes place in two stages. First, the applicant is required                 

to demonstrate his or her ability to exercise a fundamental right has been infringed. If the court finds                  



 
that the law, measure, conduct or omission in question infringes the exercise of the fundamental right,                

or a right guaranteed in the Bill of Rights, the analysis may move to the second stage. In the second                    

state, the party seeking to uphold the restriction or conduct will be required to demonstrate the                

infringement or conduct is justifiable in a modern democratic state and satisfies Article 24 test.” 

The judges held that the Petitioners and the Interested Parties supporting the Petition argued that their                

right to health as stipulated in Article 43(1) had been violated. That may be true. However, no evidence                  

was placed before this court to support the allegations. None of the Petitioners tendered evidence to prove                 

that they had been denied medical attention in any health facility in the country, or were subjected to                  

mistreatment in the course of seeking medical attention. They merely made generalized statements             

without proof. Based on our analysis of the material placed before us, and this being a constitutional                 

Petition, it is our conclusion that the answer to this issue is in the negative. 

●  Whether the impugned provisions violate the Petitioners’ right to a fair hearing under Article 50. 

The judges adduced that none of the petitioners had been subjected such examinations nor evidence               

tendered of the petitioners having been subjected to examinations as in COL & Another v Chief                

Magistrate Ukunda Law Courts and 4 Others. The judges in their pronouncement stated that              

Article 50(2) applies to accused persons facing trial. “None of the Petitioners or the interested parties                

supporting the Petition, or persons on whose behalf this Petition was brought, has demonstrated that               

he/she has been charged under the impugned provisions before any court or has a pending complaint                

against him or her before a police station to warrant the invocation of Article 50 (2). Accordingly, the                  

Petitioners’ argument that their right to a fair trial has been denied, violated, infringed or is threatened                 

fails.” 

● Whether the Petitioners’ right to freedom and security of the person has been violated (Article                

29) 

A party alleging violation of a fundamental right must plead with specificity the violation, infringement or                

threatened violations and demonstrate that the violation or threat indeed occurred and that the              

Respondent was the violator. That is what constitutes a cause of action in a constitutional claim. It is not                   

sufficient for a Petitioner to allege in general terms that a fundamental right or freedom has been violated.                  

A court confronted with a claim of violation of a constitutional right is required to inquire into the                  

allegations only when there are specific facts supporting a right in the constitution or the law. A                 

Petitioner cannot merely enumerate constitutional provisions and allege their violations. He must prove             

the actual violations. 

The judges stated “...We appreciate that a person can approach the court citing threat of infringement of                 

a constitutional right or the Constitution. However, weighing the Petitioners’ alleged infringements,            

violations and threats vis- a- vis Article 29, we are of the view that the impugned provisions do not                   

apply exclusively to the Petitioners as already explained elsewhere in this judgment.” 

● Whether the Petitioners rights to freedom of conscience, religion, belief and opinion under Article              

32 has been violated 

The Petitioners in Petition 234 of 2016 cited violation of Article 32 which guarantees the right to freedom                  

of conscience, religion, thought, belief and opinion. However, no evidence was led or submission made in                

support of this allegation. We say no more. 

● Whether the Petitioners’ rights to human dignity and privacy have been violated (Articles 28 and                

31) 



 
The judges noted that when the court is confronted with a claim of violation of a fundamental right, and a                    

contention is made that there is no violation or that the right is limited, it is important to determine                   

whether indeed there is an infringement, or a limitation, which is justifiable under Article 24. This is                 

because under Article 165 (3) (b) (d) as read with Article 23, the mandate of this court is to determine the                     

question whether a right or fundamental freedom in the Bill of Rights has been denied, violated, infringed                 

or threatened, or, whether any law is inconsistent with or in contravention of the Constitution. “The two                 

sections prohibit sexual acts against the order of nature and indecent acts amongst men. The rights                

under Articles 28 and 31 are not absolute. Article 24(1) of the Constitution permits limitation by law, the                  

limitation must however be reasonable and justifiable in an open and democratic society. It is               

undeniable that the limitation is by law. The question is whether the limitation is reasonable and                

justifiable...Any interpretation regarding the Petitioners’ rights would not exclude other values           

recognized in the Constitution. The Concise Oxford English Dictionary defines values as principles             

or standards of behaviour. A holistic reading of the Constitution, the final CKRC and CoE Reports leave                 

us with no doubt that these values and principles informed the constitution making process and               

ultimately the Constitution which was endorsed by Kenyans in the referendum. It is common ground               

that during the Constitution making process, the issue of same sex marriage was one of the issues                 

raised, discussed, and a recommendation was made outlawing same sex marriage. The Final CKRC              

Report at paragraph 8.7 (h) on Family and Marriage recommended the recognition of marriage only               

between individuals of the opposite sex and the outlawing of same sex unions. The deliberations               

culminated in Article 45 which provides that the family is the natural and fundamental unit of society                 

and the necessary basis for social order, and shall enjoy the recognition and protection of the State; and,                  

that, “every adult has a right to marry a person of the opposite sex, based on the free consent of the                     

parties.” 

The judges stated that in interpreting the Constitution, the Article should not be “unduly strained” and we                 

should avoid “excessive peering at the language to be interpreted without sufficient attention to the               

historical contextual scene,” which includes the political and constitutional history leading up to the              

enactment of a particular provision. “We have already referred to the historical context of the               

constitution making process and the fact that marriage union was reserved for adults of the opposite                

sex.”... “We have carefully examined the purport and import of sections 162 and 165 of the                

Penal Code vis-a-vis Articles 28 and 31 of the Constitution; we have also read the               

Constitution holistically. We are unable to agree with the Petitioners that the impugned             

provisions violate the Constitution or their rights to dignity and privacy.” In the judges’              

view, decriminalizing same sex sex on grounds that it is consensual and is done in private between adults,                  

would contradict the express provisions of Article 45 (2). 

 

CONCLUSION 

Petition 150/2016 & Petition 234/2016 failed before the High Court as the judges noted that there was                 

insufficient evidence provided by the petitioners and their interested parties to show the infringement of               

the rights that were being contested; and also as the language in sections 162(a) © & 165 of the Penal                    

Code do not present vagueness and are not targeted to a particular class or group of people 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 


